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I. INTRODUCTION

Despite, their diversity in terms of' size, human and

natural resources,and socio-economic and political institutions,

African .countries share certain common characteristics which

define the dynamics of human resource development, employment

generation and poverty eradication. These characteristics

relate to the structure of African economies and their level

of development. Most African countries are agriculture

oriented in terms of employment and - except for the few

which are oil exporters - output. Because of poor farming

practices and backward technology, incomes in agriculture are

low, with a sizeable proportion of the agricultural population

producing barely enough to feed themselves. Thus under

employment in the sense of oeople not earning a sufficient

income to meet their elementary basic needs is a characteristic

of the rural areas. Partly in response to this/ migration

from rural areas has been increasina - and running at much

higher levels than the growth achieved in the ufben economy and

thus under-- and unemployment, anc, auite likely, poverty also,

have been increasing in the urban ar^as^ too. Thus it may be

seen that the two most prevalent 'unemployment problems" in

African countries and their attendant poverty problems - open

unemployment in urban areas and underemployment (i.e. employment

of less than normal duration and/or employment yielding

inadequate income) in the rural areas - have common roots'

stemming from the structure of the economy and the pattern of

development. Set against the poor economic performance in

the 1970s that was the lot. of most African countries, these

trends point to the gravity of the situation relating to

human resource development and employment generation and

poverty eradication.



The objective of this paper is to bring together the

available data .with respect to employment and poverty situation

in Africa and to analyse their underlying trends and causes.

Section II presents the evidence on employment and unemployment

in its quantitative and qualitative dimensions. Section III

draws on ILO studies to present a detailed picture relating to

income distribution and poverty. Section IV reviews the -evidence

regarding migration and population growth as a basis for explain

ing the employment and poverty trends in rural and urban areas.

Section V analyses the performance of the African economies in the

1970s compared to the 1960s to provide a perspective to the emerg

ing, trends, while Section VI elicits the main policy implications.

This section also dr:aws upon the Lagos Plan of Action to reiterate

some of the policy.recommendations. The final section contains

the conclusions. Two annexes accompany the paper. The first

contains a tentative list of points for discussion while the

second gives details of ILO activities in the field of J-iuman

resource development.

It should be noted at the outset that the figures cjiven in

this paper with respect to unemployment and poverty incidence are

estimates - in t.he case of unemployment, because very few reliable

employment surveys have so far been conducted in African countries

and in the case of poverty because of'lack of data on income

distribution and the subjective nature of poverty. However it is

thought that they give the right order of magnitude with respect

to these problems and thus provide a basis for establishing the

causal links and policy implications. It may alsp be mentioned

that analysis in this paper has been kept at a rather aggregate

level,for lack e>f readily available country-sv^cific data and more

importantly to underline the similarity of the problems in African

countries. Discussion around the ; points suggested in Anrtex I

should help elicit country-specific problems and experiences. For

the same reason in the section dealing with policy issues only the

most important policies are disctussedf so as to br,ing. out the

main lines of argument< It is expected that other policy issues

and some of the nuances,, surrounding particular policies will be

elicited during discussions and an attempt has been made in the

list of points for discussion to capture them.



II. UNEMPLOYMENT AND UNDEREMPLOYMENT

Estimates of unemployment and underemployment at the

aggregate level are available from an no study hased on data for" 1977,

The results are presented in Table 1.

Table 1

UNEMPLOYMENT AND UNDEREMPLOYMENT, 1977

As a % of Labour Force

Unemployment
a/

Underemployment
b/

Labour

Force

(million)

Africa

Asia-/
Latin America

LDCs ex Africa

3.1

4.3

5.6

4.5

'50.3

41.2

29.4

37.4

149

508

108

618

a/ Defined as persons without a job and looking for work.

b/ Defined as persons who are in employment of less than normal duration

and who are seeking or would accept additional work and persons..with

a job yielding inadequate income.

c/ Excluding China and other Asian Countries with planned economies.

ILO, Follow-up of the Vforld Enrployment Conference, Report VIII, International

Labour Conference, 65th Session, 1979.

Some 12 million persons, or roughly 8 per cent of the total labour

force, were estimated to be unemployed, and another 60 million,

or roughly 40 per cent of the labour force,- were underemployed

in the sense that they wore employed at low levels of productivity

and incomes. The employment problem as such was thus affecting

over half of the total labour force in Africa in 1977., and there

is hardly any reason to believe that the situation has improved

since then - if anything, it could well have worsened in the

present economic circumstances of African countries. Furthermore,

from a global perspective, the problem in Africa even six years

ago, was more serious than in other developing regions, and here

again, considering that African countries have, fared much worse

than other LDCs in the 1970s (see later)- the situation could

have worsened.
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.. . These figures clearlv place underemployment (most of

it. ln[V1;he ..rural sector) as the major emplcyrp^n-b nreblem in

Africa, but thev also underscore the eirsrqinr problem of

open unemployment in the urb^n areas, re ?xnd that five

times as many people wert affected by underemployment as

by ooen unemployment, but r^latinrr the estimate of open

unemployment tc the urban labour force -or effectively the

nohagricultural labour force (2S per cent of the total in

1979? see Table 2) - we get an unemnloyment rate in urban

areas in excess of 25 r>er cent. While the figures from which

such results are derived are provisional estimatesf the

magnitude of the ''employment nroblcir" as ..conventionally ■ A

understood is unmistpkable. Fut within the perspective':q|; : -.

time have to recognize it as a growincr prcblc-m in African .

countries, for the fact is th.?t such high rates of unerrnloyment

were unheard of in Africa in the 19602. And nut v^ithi'n the '

perspective of-" other 5evel6r>incr countries vj-j have to recognize

the strono-"probability of it as a rroblrm affectinn African ';

countries much more than other LDCs at a similar ,stage of

development. Both these are new phenomena - that open

unemployment is now at such hiqh rates an* that it is higher

than in ether develonincr countries. :, . , "•

Qualitative Dimensions

The aggregate figures mask the nualitative dimensions

and intensity of the employment problem. First, with respect

to the sectors most affected by on^n unemployment the vast

majority are to be found in urban areas where modern sector

wage-employment has dominated ecoromic activities and

alternative opportunities for aainful employm-nt (e.a. self,-

employment) have until more recently been scarce. In terms

of those affected by unemploymente- youncr persons pre, perhaps,

the most vulnerable and certainly the main victims of distorted

and saturated, urban employment markets. Unemnlovment among
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school-leavers is today extremely hiah in most African countries?

even before the present economic crisis labour force surveys in

selected countries showe<T'fetiat young people in the age group

15-30 years constituted "upto ■ three-auarters of the unemployed

labour force. Most "of thtse would be those with upto

secondary education, but as the urban labour market continues to

tighten, unemployment has begun to affect those with even higher

education. What one sees here is a gradual shifting of the

qualification frontiers whereas in the more distant past

unemployment affected mostly the primary school dropouts, over

the years it has effected successively the primary school

graduates, then secondary school graduates and now even

university graduates. Most African countries are at present

probably in the second stage of educated unemployment but if

the mismatch between labour supply and demand and between

educational qualifications and job requirements ,continues, it. ..y_

can be envisaged that large numbers of university graduates

will soon begin to fall in the ranks of the unemployed.

A second ercim of the population whe are affected by

unemployment are the women. With rapid expansion:of education

after independence they now constitute a significant proportion

of the notential urban labour force. But female entry -into

the job market in Africa has unfortunately met with traditional

sexual discrimination and attitudinal biases in virtually all

walks of life (as exist even in sorrp developed countries). This

combined with a tight employment situation significantly

reduces opportunities for wage employment among women. -Typically

unemployment rates among women are unto three times as high

as for men.

In terms of thG temporal dimension of open unemployment

it can be said that it is the mswer migrants from rural areas

who constitute the bulk of the urban unemployed. As more

and more school leavers in urban areas arasp and accept the ...



reality of the job situation in the urban labour market their

aspirations are lowered and thev accept 1^ss skilled work

which was once the domain of new migrants. Thus new migrants

find themselves in competition for jobs with long settled

urban residents. Given the limited job opportunities in

the wage sector they invariably either join the ranks of

the unemployed or at best the labour force in the informal

sector.

As far as underemployment is concerned it affects

mostly the rural areas. Such underemployment is usually

invisible in the sense that labour is engaged for long hours

under arduous conditions,, but due to certain disadvantaaes

(e.g. lack of access to suitable technology and extension

services, unfavourable ecological and climatic factors, poor

organisation) productivity and incomes arc- low. The fact is

that people and households in the- rural economy are too poor

to remain idle sven during thp. slack periods in the farming

cycle, yet the rewards for their labour are meagre. Although

it may be difficult to compare the impact of the employment

problem between rural and urban areas given the different

nature of the problem in either sector, to the extent that the

rural economy supports 2.5-4 times as many peoole as the urban

sector in most African countries, the total impact of

underemployment on living conditions in rural areas is likely

to be guantitively greater than that of unemployment on

urban livelihood.

Another sector where there arr- likely to be pockets

of underemployment is the urban informal sector. The

informal sector is the receptacle of the urban labour force

who fail to find wage employment. In ths* face of growing

numbers but less than commensurate growth in tho demand for

informal sector productsf it is evident that productivity and

average incomes are falling - in other words that under

employment is increasing. Fiaures are hard to come by but
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based on income as a proxy for underemployment it has been

estimated in various informal sector studies that one-third

to one-half of the informal sector may be underemployed.

Considering that the sector constitutes 30-40 per cent of

the urban labour force (10 per cent being formal sector

entrepreneurs and the rest wage employees), we get a figure

that around 15 per cent of the urban labour force may be

underemployed. And with urban labour force beinq 30 per cent

of the total labour force, this ireans urban underemployment

affacts 5 per cent of the total labour force. The correspond

ing figures for the rural areas are 50 per cent of the rural

labour force affected by underemployment - or 35 per cent

of the total labour force. Thus the magnitude of the urban

underemployment is small at the moment; however with growing

migration from the rural areas arc? limited prospects for

growth, it, along with open unemployment, is likely to

become a significant feature of the urban sector in African

countries.

III. INCOME DISTRIBUTION AND POVERTY

The explanation of thr- phenomenon of unemployment and

poverty has to be found in the structure of African economies,

in productivity and income differentials and in their

consequent impact on internal rricrration. As stated earlier

agriculture is the dominant activity in African countries in

terms'of employment, andf to a lesser extent, generation of

output and incomes. In 1979, 71 Per cent of the labour force

in sub-Saharan Africa— were engaged in th? agricultural sector;

— Sub-Saharan Africa comprises 39 black African countries; it excludes

the north African countries and South Africa and Namibia.
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12 per cent found employment in industry and the' rest in

services. The shares in GDP however were auite different;

agriculture contributed only 32 per cent of total GDP in

1979 - about the same as industry, although industry employed

only one-sixth as much labour. These characteristics were

shared by African countries with other LDCs as brought out in

Table 2.

Table 2

COMPOSITION OF LABOUR FORCE AND GDP, 1960 AND 1979

Aariculture Industry

1960 1979 1960 1979

Services

1960 1979

A. % of Labour Force

Sub-Saharan Africa

All low income countries

B. % of GDP

Sub-Saharan Africa

All low income countries

C. Ratio (B)s (A)

Sub-Saharan Africa

All low incone countries

81

76

49

51

0.60

0.67

71

71

32

34

0.45

0.4%

7

10

16

17

2.29

1.70

12

14

31

36

2.58

2.57

12

14

34

32

2.83

2.29

17

15

37

30

2.18

2.00

Note; Low-income countries are those with a per capita income of less

than or equal to $370.

Source: IBRD, frtorld Development Report, 1982, frTorld Tables and

Accelerated. Develorment in Sub-Saharan Africa.

The table also serves to highlight the meagre rewards

for agricultural employment. Taking the ratio of GDP and

labour as indicative of labour productivity and rewards, the

figures indicate that workprs in industry and service sectors



had a productivity 5.3 times as high as agricultural workers.

Although such productivity differentials do not translate

one-for-one into earning differentials, evidence presented

below shows that this is indeed so.

The Rural-Urban Cao

This evidence is based on a calculation of the "rural-urban gap", or

the income differential between rural and urfefen areas., Several studies have

been undertaken by J^SPA. to measure this gap and its trends

and to pinpoint government policies responsible for these

trends. The magnitude of the rural-urban gap revealed by

these studies is shown in Table 3.

Table 3

RUR£L-UPB?N GPP AFRICA

(ratio of averacrs urban to rural income)

Kenya, 1976

Lesotho, 1977/78

Somalia, "

Nigeria, 1978/79

Tanzania, 1980

Sierra Leone, 1975/76

/Other

6.1/5.4&/

lft.VB.l^
2.7/4.1^

5.1

- Vl.4^7

3."

Mali

Upper Volta

E*3min

Togo

Senegal

Liberia

Congo

Ivory

1980

3.7

6.8

1.1

5.e

7.7

4.1

3.5 -

7.3

a/ Estimates are based on GDP fioures without correction for rural-urban
price differentials.

b/ Includina incomes frrm nonaqricultural rural activities and urban-rural

"" remittances.

c/ Including remittances fran rnicrant vnorkers v^iich rrostly go to rural

areas.

d/ Includina rerrdttances froir. irioranis which n^ostly go to urban areas. ■'■■

e/ Gap betr^ien fanners and T*7?cre earners. . ■

Sources JhSVZ, Rural-Urban G?p and Incor>- Distributinnx A Synthesis

Report of Kenya, Lesotho^ jiigerj^^i^rr? l^mc, gqrella and Tanzania.

Mdls flhabe, 19P2; JASlf, Disrerites- de Revenue pntr^ l^s Villes
entre les Villes et les Ccmnarrnes enWriqm^hire Francorhdne: Rapport de

* Addis Ababa, J5?T"and" npticnal account figures
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It can be seen that the extent of the gar* ranges from

1 (i.e. average urban incomes in urban and rural areas are

equal) in Benin to nearly 8 in Lesotho and Sene'gal.?. :<for the

countries covered in the table a gan of the order of

magnitude' of 4': times in favour of urban areas :cbutd be

r regarded as an overall averaae ":repre^ntative;""for the'1continent

as a whole. However, some caution should be exercised in

interpreting these figures since they are derived from diverse

studies based on different methodologies '- some using national

account data and others household budget survey data; some

are adjusted and corrected for rural-urban price differences,

while others are not. In addition it should be emphasised

that the measurement of the rural-urban gap as presented in

the table relates to average incomes which could w.ell mask

the incidence of very high incomes in rural areas such as

large commercial farmers and that of extremely low incomes

in urban areas as is the case of those marginally employed in

unskilled work. Hence, at the unper end of the rural

distribution there will be farmers earning more than certain

urban workers at the lower end. of the urban distribution;

indeed, it is pertinent to point out that some unskilled

workers in the urban informal sector in African coxintfies earn

even less than the average rural income. :"r :

Studies recently done by JASP* show that out of 15

countries, in 3 (Kenya, Sierra Leon^, Tanzania, Malawi,

Ivory Coast, Senecral and Upper Volta) the gap declined, in 2

{Benin,: Congo) it remained the same, while* in 5 (Lesotho, '

Nigeria, Ethiopia, Fudan and Togo) it increased. . The

decline in the gap is contrary to earlier trends when .the aap

used to widen. Thus the lona-stanr'ing generalisation that

the rural-urban gap hss been widening in Africa probably does

not hold any longer. However jTt should be cautioned that

even where the qao has fallen, the period during which this

occurred - effectively the second half of the 1970s - is too

short to establish long-term trends, and in any case the gap

at.4s1 still rrraJng. quite wide to-warrant concern.
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Income Inequality - •,■■•■- .-.-. , -.- ,' ■: :rj

Available data on income distribution in African

countries indicate considerable inequality between different

socio-economic groups, economic sectors, administrative

regions, etc. Taking the Gini Coefficient- as a measure of

inequality, it cen be seen from Table 4 below that the degree

of inequality in the countries covered ranqes from 0.43 to

0.63, with most countries falling within the 0.5-0.6 range.

A rough average gives a Gini Coefficient of 0.53 for the

countries surveyed as a whole. The degree of inequality

implicit in this may be seen by comparing the shares of total

income going to varioas income classes. Thus a Gini ratio

of 0.53 implies that the bottom 20 per cent of the population

receive only 4.5 per csnt of total income? and the bottom

40 per cent 12 per cem. This bottom 40 per cent is likely

to include the rural wcrking poor such as peasant farmers,

wage labourers, sharecioppers, the urban unemployed and those

marginally employed. IVt the other end of the scale a 0.53

ratio implies that thi top 20 per cent receive 60 per cent of

total income and the ;op-most 10 per cent receive 45 per cent.

This gives a differsrtxal between the top and bottom 20 per cent

of the order of 13.3 1 and one of 22si between the top and

bottom 10 per cent. Clearly these figures, albeit estimates,

imply a high degree of income inequality.

— The Gijii Coeffic-ent is a measure of equality/inequality.. It ranges fron

0 to 1 - Oimply'iig perfect eouality and. 1 absolute inerjiwHty.

lower the coeff-cient, the more equal the distribution of income.
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Table 4 V

G3MI COEFFlCnm OF INBOOALnY IN SOME AFRICAN

-

Botswana, 1974/75

Cameroon, 1980

Congo P.R., 1979

Gabon, 1977

Ghana, 1974

Ivory Coast, 1978

. Kenya, 1976

Lesotho, 1979

Liberia, 1974

Nigeria, 1972

Senegal, 1971

Sierra Lecne, 1975/76

Swaziland, 1974

Tanzania, 1976/77

Upner Volta/ 1977

Zambia, 1974

Source: The figures

Ttotal

0.52

0.63

-

0.50

0.52

-

0.43

- ■

0.43

0.49

0.57

0.52

0.59

in the

Urban

-

0.62

0.45

0.33

- .

0.40

0.62

0.50

-

0.59

0.40

0.60

0.42

0.44

0-.51

0.48

above table

Rural

0.26

0.30

0.41

0.41

0.40

0.35

--

-

0.30

0.32

0.49

0.27

0.48

have been

, Coverage

Per household

Urbans Per active

population in the

nublic sector.

Rural; Per head

fran regional

figures of active

population

Per head

Per household

£er active pooulation;

cash incore only for

total-^hd rural

income.

Per household

Per head

, Per household; cash

income only

Per head

Per head

Per head

Total: per head?

urban conputed

from taxable

inocrte

Per household

Urbam per active

ponulatirn;

Rural^ per head,

cash incote

only.

Per head

confuted en the basis of

sources for some of which are shown in Table 3. £ased on different
methodologies of data collection, differences in coverage and degree of
accuracy," the results should be treated with caution and regarded as

indicative and'tentative.



The table also reveals significant differences in

intra-sectoral inequality for urban an^ rural sectors, with

inequality beina areater in urban than rural are^s. This,

however, does not mean1 that nove-rty is less ■■widespread in

rural areas then in urban arf-as - siinoly that there are much

fewer richer neonle, relatively s^e?.kina, in rural than

urban areas. Put in another way, poverty is more widely

shared in rural areas ther« in the cities end towns in most

African countries when looked., at in terms of differences in

absolute income levels between the ton and bottom grouns in

the distribution. Thus with an average Gini Coefficient of

0.35 in rural areas compared to 0.53 in urban areas, the

income gar then between the tov and bottom 20 ner cent in the

rural sector is of the order of 5.1, as compared to 13rl in

urban areas.

Poverty Incidence

Inequality in African countries is closely related to

the existence of widespread poverty, hn ILO study has

estimated that poverty, defined as an income insufficient to

cover basic.needs ..requirements (food, clothing- shelter,

medical care, etc.), afflicted r>p much as 68 per cent of the

African population in 1974, as summarised in Table 5 below

which also provides a forecast for \m to th^ year 2000. Thirty

eicrht per cent of the copulation did not oven have production

or income to feed themselves.their requirement of calories.

AS for the future, although it is estiiratt-d that the ^

of the population living in poverty will dro^> progressively,

this still implies that because of rapid copulation growth

the absolute number of th\> "oor will be- greater in the year

2000 than in 198.? - by 7.u; -er Cvsnt, and the number of

"food poor" by 18 ner c-^t. It should be noted that these

projections are based on fairly optimistic assumptions about

the likely rate of economic growth. If these rates are not

attained, as is. now feared, then the numbers as well as

percentage of those living in poverty would increase.



Table 5

ESTIMATES OF POVERTY TN AFRICA, 1974-2CXO

1974

1982

1987

2000

Population--

(millions)

Africa Africa

Arid Tragical

142 161

174 196

198 222

277 306

Foal poverty-1'
(Trillions snd

percentage)

Africa

Arid

29 (20)

31 (Ifi)

33(17)

38 (1^)

Africa

Tronical

87(54)

93(47)

98 (4.--)

109(36)

Easic nesds

3/
poverty -

(millions end
-^ercentaoe)

Africa

73(51)

7P(45)

84 {42}

62(22)

Africa

Tronical

132 (82)

122(62)

137(61)

153 (50)

V Population firaires are based en Ws "loV: estiirates.

2/ Food poverty = numbers not havinq aderuate food (World Bank Kstiiretion)

3/ Basic Needs Poverty = numbers net h-TVina mlnlinum levels of housing,
health, e ucation as well as food. " ; ""'■

M.J.D. Hcpklns, "A Global Pcrecast of Absolute Poverty and
Qnploymsnt/I.L. Review, Eenterrfoer-October 1980. Pee also the ILO Medium
Term Plan, 1982-87.

Estimates of poverty at the country level are available

from several JASPA and ILO reports. Thes-- estimates are derived

by establishing a "poverty line31 based on the cost of a typical

"basket" of moderate consumer goods required to satisfy

household needs for food, clcthina and other essential needs,

and then compared with the incomes-profile of the country to

obtain the proportion cf the population below the respective

poverty lines. The results obtained for countries covered by

various studies are presented in Table 6 below.
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1

FERCENERGE OF

Botswana, 1974/78

Gafcscn, 1975

Ghana, 1970

Kenya, 1976

Lesotho, 1978

Nigeria, 19.78

Rwanda, 1975

Sierra Lecne, 1977

Tanzania, 1980

Zambia, 1980

Table 6

POPULATION FALLING

Total

46

15

32

35

24

39 .

45

30

60

BELOW KWKKIY

Urban

-

-

-

a

33

-24 ■ ■ . ,

30

56

19

25

LINE

Rural

25

50

38

35

40

60

40

33

80

Source; Same as for Table 3.

The percetttaae of the total population falling below

their respective poverty line ranges from 15 in oil-rich

Gabon to 60 in Zambia. Disregarding, the. two extreme' figures

it may be said that poverty affects nearly 35 per cent of

the population in :Africa. Some of the studies also estimated

the percentage of the population below a "food poverty line'8

- i.e. those failing to meet their basic food requirements.

In this case, the Drooortion was found to be around 25 per cent

It may be remarked that these estimates are significantly

lower than, those shown in Table 5: this is because the

poverty linesvused in the country studies are based on rather

conservative estimates and also the corresponding income

figures include more than one income earner per family where

applicable. However, even when the conclusions are based on

conservative estimates of the poverty threshold income it is
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a matter of serious concern that over one-third of the

population should be judged to be living in poverty and

one-quarter to be suffering from hunaer.

One particular feature o* the above figures worth

noting is the finding that the extent of Poverty was

considerably greater in rural areas than in urban areas?

on average, around 40 ner cent of the rural population are

affected by poverty as compared to 25 per cent in urban areas.

Since in most African countries the rural population is

three times as large as the urban population, the figures above

imply that there were five times as many poor people in rural

areas as in urban areas, or that over four-fifths of the

noverty in Africa is rural noverty.

Basic Needs

The poverty figures civen above attest to the fact that

a sizeable proportion of African population fail to meet those

of their basic needs which have to be purchased out of private

income - food, clothing, shelter, etc. Another bundle of

basic needs consists of services which are generally provided

by the state, either free or at subsidised rates. The public basic

heeds are health care, education and water and sanitation. Overall,

notwithstanding the fact that the majority of the world's

poorest countries are to be found in Africa', African countries

have made some progress in increasing th^ coverage of these

services in the relatively short period of two decades since

their independence. During both the decades there was a

tremendous expansion in education at all levels including

adult literacy, and Africa's stock of qualifier? an<* skilled

manpower as such increased considerably. There was also

progress in the area of health as rrany more people gained

access for the first time to sorre form c* health facilities

and potable water? accordingly,, lift expectancy at birth has
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increased steadily with a corresnondine decline in infant

mortality. Tt>is is brought out succinctly in Table 7.

Table 7

SOCIO-ECONOMIC INDICATORS s AFRICA vs OTKEP.S

Primary school enrolment

as % of age group

1960

1978 ._.„*..

Adult literacy (%)

1960

1976

Pooulation per physician

1960

1977

Life expectancy

I960

1979

Child death rate

(aged 1~<? rer. thousand)

1960

1979

Sub-Saharan

Africa

36 ,

63

16

?8

50,096

23,904

39

47

38

25

All low-

income

countries

76

83

28

51

11,680

6,150

42

57

23

11

Industrialised

countries

114

100

.—.

99

830

620

70

74

1

1

Sources Same as for Table 2.
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Despite the progress recorded the figures also show

that African countries had cuite some way to go before-

reaching the level of development in other low-income ■' "^

countries, let alone the industrialised countries. It may

also be mentioned that in a majority of sub-Saharan African

countries (25 out of 32 for which data were available) life

expectancy was lower than the norm for countries at'their

income levels.-- The countries where it was higher w^re^

Kenya, Tanzania, Lesotho, Sierra Leone, Mozambique, Rwanda

and Burundi.

The overall figures moreover mask uneven distribution,

especially between rural and urban areas. Some examples

would suffice. In Kenya in 1976, 85 per cent of the rural

population lived more than 2 km from a health centre; in Somalia

in the same year 75 r^er cent of the doctors and 44 per cent of hospital

- For example, the norm for life expectancy for countries

with an average income of ?35O is 50 years; Senegal with that
income level ha<? a life eynectancv of only 42 years. For
sub-Saharan Africa as a whole life exnectancy should be
52 year compared to 47 years achieved. Life exnectancy in
the north African countries is also below norm, which means
that the relationship observed for sub-Saharan Africa holds
for all of Africa. Middle East was the only other region
where this was so: in South Asia, Latin America and the
Caribbean, and East Asia and Pacific life expectancy was
above norm overall, as well as for a vast majority of;
individual countries.
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beds were in the capital city which accounted for only 16 per

cent of the total population. And coronared/ to the average

25 per cent of the sub-Saharan population who had access to

safe water, in Nigeria only 2 per cent of the rural population

was served by piped water and only 18 per cent was covered by

any water supply scheme. In the field of education, too,

there rare regional disparities with urban areas not only

quantitatively but also qualitatively better served than rural

areas.

IV. MIGRATION AND POPULATION GROWTH

The dynamics underlying the phenomena of underemployment,

unemployment and poverty are based on a common foundation, tfe'£

link being provided by internal miaration. The bulk of the

African population find employment in the agricultural sector,

but they do so at very low income levels, both absolutely and

in relation to urban incomes. Such differentials induce

migration to urban areas in search of wage employment. However

wage employment has not grown commensurately with migration and

hence open unemployment and poverty have increased.

The pace and character of migration and the consequent

urbanisation has differed between countries, but the phenomenon

has affected almost every African country. Its most profound

outcome has been rapid urban expansion. The following figures

attest to this.
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Table 8

URBANISATION AND POPULATION GROVT?H IN AFRICA, 1960-1980

Sub- Saharan Africa

low income* countries

Middle income oil iirporters

Middle income oil exoorters

All low-incane countries

A" Urban Pcoulatictt e. Total Ptpulaticn
As % of" total Average annual Average annual
ncnulation growth rate (%) growth rate

11

9

16

13

13

21

18

28

20

17

per of $370.

Same as for Table 2.

l™ «* "*«* i

3.960-70 1970-80 1960-70 1970-79

5.3

5.8

5.3

4.7

5.9

6.5

6.2

4.8

2.5

2.4

2.8

2.4

2.7

2.6

3.2

2.5

3.7 3.8 2.2 2.1

-countries is in tern* of

Between 1960 and 1980 the urban Population in Africa

increased by 198 per cent (i.e. practically tripled), at a

compound rate of 5.6 oer cent per annum. Compared to this, the

rate in all low-income countries, including Africa, was only

3.7 per cent per annum., while in low-income countries' excluding

Africa, it was only 3 oer cent Per annum.*/ As a result of

such high rates of urbanisation the proportion of African

population in urban areas almost doubled between 1960 and

1980 - from 11 per cent to 21 per cent.

Arate of growth of 3 per cent per annum implies doubling in 23 t
corpared to 12.7 years when the rate is 5.6 Per cenf^? anW" '
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It can easily he inferred from fiaures in parts of

the table that irdgration has been the main factor in the

rapid urbanisation:in Africa. Thus if we ossuire that the

natural rate of■arowth of urban population was the same as

of total population; then fiaures above imoly that migration

contributed 3.2 per cpnfc ^er rnm^ crowth to urban areas in

the 1970s compared to th? natural population arcwth rate of

2.7 per cent. This rate of pi^ration was much higher than in

other developing countries. Thus, as may arain be inferred

from the above table, in all low-income LDCs, including Africa,

migration added 1.7 oer cent -er annum to the urban copulation

compared to natural growth of 2.1 -er cent- in LDCs excluding

Africa it contributed only 1 ner cent comnared. to 2 per cent

natural growth. Thus in the nonAfrican low-income countries

migration Was at a rate only one-third the rate in Africa,

At the same time we may note th*t population growth in Africa

has been running at much higher rates than in other low-income

countries. In this respect the following figures are

significant.

Table 9

POPULATION GRQTOK, 1950-1980 (% n.a)

Africa

Latin America

East Asia

South Asia

Wforld Total

1950

-55

2.16

2,72

1.84

1.86

1.76

1960

-55

2.

•-*

1.

2.

1.

.49

.77

,9*

.44

.99

1970

-75

2.74

2.64

1.52

2.46

1.85

1975

-80

2.91

2O66

1.32

2.49

1.81

Sources UN, Department of International Fconornic and Social

Affairs, "Selected Demogranhic Indicators by Country, 1950-200"
New York, 1980.



While Latin America's nooulation growth declined after

1965, Africa's increased, and Africa surpassed Latin America

in population increase. According to the United Nations,

Africa's growth rate is projected to increase in the 1980s

decade, averaginq 2.95 per cent, after which it will decline

to around 2.72 per cent in the next decade. Fy this time the

rate in Latin America should b- 2.4 ner cent and in South Asia

2.02 per cent.

During the process of economic growth it is to be

expected that urban nopulation would gain over rural population

through migration. This would h« in respond to high income-

earning opportunities in the urban areas, which in turn would

be a reflection of the differential rates of growth of the ■

nonagricultural and agricultural sectors. Thus labour force is

drawn from the sector where.it is abundant - the rural .sector -

into the urban-based sectors. For this to hanpen in an orderly

fashion productivity ir aariculture trust increase pari passu.

Only then would the agricultural sector be able to feed a

growing non-agricultural por.ulatior „

we have seen that migration in African countries has been

running at high levels and actually increased in the last decade.

This migration too, occurred in response to higher income-earning

opportunities in the urban areas - but these, unlike the

situation described in the Previous paragraph, did not reflect

any underlying growth in urban employment onnortunities. Kence

the consecruences of the high internal raiaration were the'hlgh

rates of under- and unemployment that we saw earlier, "rate's"

which are certainly higher than in the 1960s, which in turn

were much higher than in the. 1950s. Thus by the end of the

1970s decade one could say that urban unemployment had become

a significant problem in African countries. As the same time,

we should take note that agricultural productivity did not

increase in any systematic fashion to facilitate the exodus from

agricultural sector and feed the growing urban population.
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V. RECENT ECONOMIC PERFORMANCE

We have seen that both in terms -of unemployment as

well as noverty incidence the situation in African countries

was at a critical level around the mid 1970s, the period to

which most data certain. Unfortunately tho basic macro trends

since then have if anything been worse and there is no doubt

that the situation was worsened considerably. It is

important to take account of these trends to obtain a

perspective of the present situation.

In terms of conventional economic indicators overall

progress since 1960 was on the balance nositive. Aggregate

GDP grew at 3.4 per cent per annum for sub-Saharan African

countries, which imnlied a per canita nrowth of 0.8 per cent

per annum, or an increase in average incomes over the 2O years

of some 17 per cent. At th^ two extremes, in the Sahelian

countries the rate of growth of GNP per capita was zero as a

whole, while in the oil-exporting countries (Angola, Congo,

Nigeria, Gabon) it was 3.2 per cent per annum; in the rest it

was around 1-1.5 per cent.

The concern for alarm emerges when we disaggregate the

performance in the 1960s and 1970s. All indicators noint to

significant deterioration in the 1970s, enough to raise the

spectre of an economic "crisis" in Africa. The overall

performance is summed up in Table 10.



Table 10

GROWTH OF GDP AND GNP PER CAPITA

(all figures in percent per annum)

GNP per Capita^
1960-70

3.9

3.7

4.5

■3 A

(4.1)

1970-79

2.9

1.7

3.1

4.6

(1.6)

1960-70

1.3

1.7

1.7

0.4

<—)

3.5

197O-8CC-'

0.8

-0./!

0.4

2.6

(-)

2.7

Sub-Saharan Africa

Low income oil importers

Middle incane oil importers

Middle incane oil exporters

(Sub-Saharan Africa ex Nigeria)

All developing countries

a/ Note the figures are for GNP' (not GDP).

b/ Note the figures are for 1970-80 (not 1970-79).

Source g Same as for Table 2.

Growth in the 1970s was only 2.9 per cent per annum

compared to 3.9 per cent in the 1960s. Given a population

growth rate of 2.7 per cent per annum this implies that GDP

per capita at the most increased slightly.— Whatever growth

that occurred was mostly confined to oil exporters, and, among

them, to Nigeria (Nigeria's GNP per capita grew at 4.2 ner cent

per annum between 1970-79, compared to only 0.1 per cent in the

2/
1960s). Omitting Niaeria- from the sample reduces the

aggregate growth of the rest to only 1.8 ner cent per annum,

implying a strong negative per capita nrowth in those countries.

It is also worth noting that in both periods Africa fared much

worse than the other low-income countries.

per capita - which is a sliahtly different measure of income than GDP

grew at 0.8 per cent per annul?.

2/
— In 1979 Nigeria had 44 per cent of the Sub-Saharan regional output. Its

performance thus has a large influence on the total.



Because of the structural characteristics of African

economies, namely thair agricultural orientation, the. poor

overall performance is a reflection of ^oor -;erforrpance in the

agricultural sector. This is shown in Table 11. .

Table 11

AGRICULTURAL GRCVTTK, 1969/71-1977/79

A. Overall Performance (% p.a.)

er Capita

■ ■ ■ • ' Prcrucfcirn

Sub^Saharan Africa - '1

■'ljt^7 incoms^oil ■in^Sorfcr'rs ■ i;'O

Middle income oil irrrortars 7

Middle ihcore'cil exnorters -1

.2

. 1

Production

: ' -1.7

-1.1

-1.4

B. Country Performance (Number of Countries Exnpriencina Specific .

Growth Rate)

Tigcrregate Production

Annual .Annual

Growth Nimb^r of Growth

Rate Countries Rat:;

<1 11 0+

1-2 . 1-3 0 to -1

2-3 7 -1 to -2

3+ ■ : 10 -2 to 3

3 to -4

Sources Same as for Table 2.

Per Capita P

Number of

Total

Production

8

12

9

5

5

' Countries : .- : ,-■■■■.

Food

Prod\3ction.

11 ' '

12

3

In the sub-£aharan recricn as a whole, totcil fiaricultural

output grew by only 1.3 ner cent ^er annuir in the 1970s, which

combined with a ponulation growth of 2.7 ^er cent meant a

negative per capita crrowth of 1.4 ^er cent ^er annum., pvetthe
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eight years in question this would translate itself into a fall

in total output of around 11 ->er cent. Th» decline in per

capita output occurred in all the three major groupings of

African countries and was also reflected in the performance of

individual countries. Thus, as the second half of the table

shows, in 31 countries (out of 39) agricultural production per

canita fell. The eight countries where it rose (tinner Volta,

Burundi, Malawi, Rwanda, Kenya, Cameroon, Swaziland, Mauritius)

accounted fcr only 15 per cent of tho region's total population.

On the other-hand 10 countries (Gaitbia, Mauritaniaf Mozambique,

Tanzania, Guinea, Uganda, Togo, Ghrna, Angola, Congo) comprising

20 per cent of African population had a per capita growth falling below

-2 per cent per annumj Food and nonfood production fared equally badly (see

last colurm of the table. Itasnty-eight countries registered a decline In per

capita food output, 8 countries by rates., over -2 per cent. At

the aggregate African level, statistics indicate that food

nroduction per capita fell almost continuously since the 1960s.

Thus with the 1961-65 averane ens 100, the 1969 figure was 92,

and the 1978 figure 78.-/

REASONS FOP DETERIORATION

It is important to analyse the causes of the downturn

in the 1970s as a pre-3ud: to discussing th^ policy implications.

We shall see that most of the underlying causes, although

amplified in the 1970s,, havi; been present since th~ more distant

past - and moreover might persist in th~ future unless corrective

measures are taken. Of ths reasons for the deterioration,

'external' causes enumerated below micht have been temporary?

the 'domestic' causes could well persist.

-US Dtnartmant of Anriculture, Indices of Agricultural Prc^uctim. In Asia
the ccrresrondincT ficrures viere 106^ and 115, and in Latin America 100 and
113.
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External Ousps ' " "

The external factors h«?.v*; manifested theirst lvcs -in a,

decline in the 'rfcal1 -«ric^ of primary commodities (i.i?..in

terms cf imported creeds that th- primary commodities can ;■,, -

command) and in balance cf ^riyitifnts ^rohlers. Th* factors

responsible for these havt. leer the western recession and the

oil price increases. Because of the former, demand has fallen

of both consumer-oriented commodities - cocoa, sugar- etc.-

as well as industrial commodities - e.g. metals. On the other,

hand, price inflation of manufacturer5 goods continued unabated

and contributed to the fall in the real nrice of primary

commodities.

The oil nrice rises of 1973-74 and 1978--PO have

contributed not only to the deterioration in real prices of

primary commodities but rrorf? visibly to the deterioration in

t*UB.!'toralan-ce- of. payments. Estimates1'for piaht cf the region's

typical oil" importers show th^t oil: imports as a n»rcentage

of export earninas rose from 4.^ Per cent in 1970 to 12.5 per

cent in 1978, reaching-23.2 >^r cent in 1980. Thr. resulting"

inflation has had implication for all sectors, especially" ':

agriculture, where the hiah cost and shortages of fuel and

fertilizer have disrurted essential activities.

The impact of lew demand and hiqh import nrices■(of ■

oil and other imports) has bet-n Particularly severe in African-

countries because of their dependence on a limited number of

commodities for their foreign exchange. For sub-Saharan Africa

as a whole three major exports in 1979 provided 79 per cent of

total export earnings, a figure that was ur from 61 ^er cent

in 1961. Of the 25 major African -x^orts, prices of 15 fell

in the 1970s. Thses included comrrodities in three out of four

major groupings of African exrorts - minerals and metals

(copper and iron ore ^rioes fell sharply), food and beverages

•(sugar, "tea, -beef, "banana, 'etc nrices fell) > and, the nonfood
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group (cotton^ tobacco*, and hides* and skins prices fell). The

only group for which nrices incr^a^ed was petroleum. Fven

where trices increased (;-xct^t ^tr^leup) they were not

sufficient to offset the increase ii? insert nrices, so that

for almost all of Africa's major experts 'real' prices fell

during the 1970s, sianifyina that an increasing quantity of

these commodities had to be civen ur-. for the same Quantity of

imports. Moreover, for mar.y commodities tb r 1970s declines

outweiahed price increases reaistereci in the 1960s, while for

others the declines in the l£70s followed upon declines in the

1960s. The result was th.^t for IB commodities there was an

overall decline in their real ^rict between 1960 and ISBO.

Domestic Causes

Government policies

Although policy shifted somewhat in favour of agriculture

in the 1970s, by and large it retained its ranti-agriculture

bias."1 This manifested itself in terms of i) resources ■

allocated to agriculture and. ii) rric^s received by farmers*

Resources devoted to agriculture have generally been quite low

compared to other economic sectors, sn^ in some countries even

sunch meagre resources continued to go to big, capital intensive

farms and largo irrigation schemes. The e-- have sufftred

from technical and manaaerant problems, leadina to under-

utilisation of machinery and difficulty in maintaining equipment

-T.s regards prices three main reasons can be advanced for

their generally low levels ir the 1970s. Firstly? world market

prices for Africa's principal rxrort cro^s stagnated in the

1970s (see above). Secondly, food nrices were maintained at

low levels-to benefit urban consumers. And thirdly, producer

prices were further held dovTt because of increases in

marketing costs due to hiah transport costs, and quite as

frequently, increasing inefficiency of marketing organisations.
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Finally we should take note of another set of factors

which contributed to the deterioration in the 1970s which Was

neither •external' nor 'domestic' but certainly 'extraneous'

in the sense that it fell outside the control of African or

industrialised economies. This concerns the ecological

conditions of sub-Saharan Africa. Always a constraint oh

agricultural development, rainfall was significantly worse

during the 1970s," with a greater incidence of low and irregular

rainfall. Sahel experienced severe drought earlier in1 the

decade, while in the late 70s drought struck eastern Africa.

The effect of drought has been exacerbated by the rapid

population growth which has pushed agriculture into areas of

irregular rainfall.

VI. POLICY ISSUES

The policy implications for long term improvement in

the employment and poverty situation should be clear from the

above analysis. Corrective measures are needed in terms of

favourings (i) the agricultural sector, (ii) "appropriate indus-

tralisation," (iii) informal sector, (iv) labour intensive

technology, and (v) population control. Policy changes are also

required on the part of the international community. We shall

first discuss the rational for these sectoral policies and then

look at broad growth-generating and -distributing policies.

Agriculture Priority

Right at the outset we should make it clear that

priority to agriculture is not a prescription against industria

lisation. Industrialisation should be pursued but not at the

expense of agriculture and, as we point out in the next section,

should be based on a countryf s natural resources and factor endowments.

What is worth emphasising is that for a number of years to come a

majority of African populations will find their livelihood in

agriculture and therefore it is imperative that their situation

be improved to improve the overall employment and poverty

situation.
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A second reason for giving priority to agriculture is

that it has, a special role in the process of structural...

transformation. Agriculture is required tc release, a growing

part of its labour force to the urban sector, and to feed it

adequately. This can be done successfully only if agricultural

productivity increases. Thirdly, .a concentration, on agriculture

is tantamount to an attack on rural-urban inequality which,- as

we.saw earlier, is a major cause of the high rates of internal

migration in African countries and ultimately of growing unemploy

ment.

'Appropriate Industrialisation*'

Integrated economic development requires the creation of

an appropriately conceived industrial sector. Such a sector

should be geared to local factor endowments and natural resources

to ensure maximum impact on overall development. Small scale

units based on the use of labour-intensive technology and local

raw materials provide the test scope for viable industrialisation

at this stage of Africa's development,

r

Informal Sector

In the face of continued migration, the informal sector

provides a viable guarantee against open unemployment. It

utilises appropriate technology? it gives employment to the urban

labour force, it is a training ground for skills and enterDreneur-

ship, and, what is more, in most cases it produces goods cheaper

than the modern sector. Yet,- it could be said, it survives

despite government policies rather than because of them. It is

often discouraged throuqh licensing procedures and zoning laws,

and effectively discriminated against through measures to foster

formal sector industrialisation - tariff protection, import quotas,

tax holidays, depreciation; allowances, etc. These should be

discontinued in any effective policy to encourage the informal

sector.



Technology

At any given production level it is evident that

employment would be maximised with the use of more labour-

intensive; technology. The scope for such technology is most

wide in agriculture. With simple -hand tools the riiral '"

population can be employed on a multitude of tasks €o raise

agricultural productivity. The almost automatic re^or€ to

tractor-mechanisation should be avoided. Under concfitfons of

small-:scale farms and labour-surplus economies, tractors"

represent inappropriate and high-cost technology for the

rural areas.

The scope for labour-intensive technology in non-

agricultural sectors is limited, but it"Hoes exist and can be

promoted through selective incentives and a discontinuance of

policies favouring capital-intensive technologies, e.g. duty-

free importation of.capital goods and liberal tax holidays and

depreciation allowances.

Population Policy

Vie have seen that the sub-Saharan region has a much

higher rate of population growth thr*.n other develoning continents

At such rates,- the population of African countries would very

nearly double in the twenty years fcetwaon 1980 and 2000, and

double once again in the next twenty years. The serious

consequences of rapid population growth are increasingly.

recognized in African countries and by 1978 twenty of them had

supported family planning.

International Policies

There is no doubt that the worldwide economic downturn

has hit the LDCs severely, particularly Africa, in terms of

prices and demand for primary commodities. The factors

responsible for this are tied up with the recession, but even

with economic conditions as they are? there is urgent need

to ensure equity in international relations. Those policy

implications thus pertain to the developed countries.



In the field of trade, there is a need to improve the

: access of the poor countries to markets of industrialised

countries through a reduction of trr.fe. barriers. In addition

there is a need for measures to ensure stable and adecuate

prices for nrimary commodities. In th^ fi^.lc of international

.-.finance there is a m ed for a mechanism to assist the

£ev*lonin<r countries in r-sroct o^ balance of ^ayments

adjustments, reserve creation and servlcine of debt burden.

In addition ther^ is the constant need of th« poor countries

for long-tern development aid.

Having looked at the sectoral policies for poverty

alleviation we now turn to look at two broad tynes of policies

available to government for noyerty alleviation :

(i) Policies to increase'"productivity and eccnoric

growth,

(ii) Policies to distribute income and the fruits of

growth.

Growth by itself may not bt. sufficient to alleviate

poverty, as it may, in the face of weak rtrickle down1' effects,

remain confined to advanced incore regions or population groups.

Thus it would be necessary either to -nsur^ that growth*

generating nolicies ere snecifically anniiec? to roverty crrouns

(such as poor farmers en^1 informal sector workers-) or that the

fruits of crowth are distributr^ to thei». Moreover, if income

distribution is particularly uneven to start with, because

of a given maldistribution cf productive assets,, then ?,n

initial redistribution might be n^d*=-d to ,enable the noverty

groups to particio^te in the crowth nr
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Many of the growth-generating policies center on human

resource development and are interconnected, since each one

impacts on all the .others. , This may best be seen by means" of

the following diagram-.^- ._..,.

iEducationi \Fertilitvf

The link between income and the other factors is straight

forward. Poor people cannot afford nutritious food and health

care? they cannot afford their children's school fees or.be

able to release them from farm work. Other links are not so

Obvious, although by now well established. Better educated

families are more willing and able to adopt better health,

hygiene and nutritional practices. In their turn, health and

nutrition improve children's ability to learn, while nutrition

and health impact on eachother, each decreasing the incidence

of the other. Better health also has an important effect on

fertility: when children survive to help with family work

parents tend to have fewer children. In turn lower fertility

affects other aspects of poverty. The spread and quality of

education and health care increase - because both the state

diagram and the ensuing paragraph are based on ibrd. World Develx^went

Iteport, 1980, pp. 69-70.
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and parents can afford to snend. more en each child* when

there are fewer cf them. Smaller families have lower" infant

and child death rates anc' lower malnutrition - there is

more food, money and time for <^ach child."

Vfcere grcwth-generatinrr policies have tc be confined

to advanced sectors - e.g. because poverty arou^s live in

anaccessible areas or returns to investment are considerably

higher when allocated tc advanced reaions - nclicies have to

be instituted to ensure redistribution of the fruits of growth.

This can be dene through income transfers - (a) traditionally

through the fiscal mechanism and (b) through the price

mechanism.

Here if we confine discussion in terms of agriculture

vs nonagriculture, all indications are that currently the

burden of taxation is greater on agriculture than other sectors.

At the same time government expenditure is spent mostly on the

running of the urban-based administration and on urban

development projects, services and facilities. Government

expenditure on agriculture in most African countries is still

proporfciona-tely quite1 small in comparison with the contribution

of the sector to total government rev^.nuf . Thus the fiscal

system effectively distributes income from the poorer rural

areas to the richer urban areas,, instead cf the other way round?

there is not only rearessive; taxaticn, but also regressive-

expenditure.

Regarding the nrice mechanism country studies undertaken

by JASPA indicate that in general farmers' terms of trade

declined in the 1960s and upto th*-. mid-1970s - i.e. farm

prices have risen less than the prices of consumer ^oods

purchased by the farmers, effectively implying that the farmers

have over time had to sell increasing ouantity of their
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produce in order to purchase the same amount of necessary

consumer goods. This situation is due (1) on the consumer-

goods side, to the nolicy of raisinc minimum wages and granting

high tariff rrotection, r>nd (2). on th? agricultural produce

side, to the depression of farr* nrices, especially of food

cropsf linked to a desira by covernments tc nrotect the real

incomes of the urban consumers. I-: subsidy from farmers to

urban wage-earners then is what is implied in the deteriorating

internal terms of trade. This could hardly.be justified,

especially since the subsidy on foodstuffs goes indiscriminately

to the urban rich and urban poor alike. The low price policy

also extends to export cro^s wh^re, as a result cf the

imposition of export taxes for revenue ^urnoses and the

collection of "sumluses11 by marketing boards ostensibly for

stabilisation purpose, farmers receive much lower prices than

those prevailing on the world market. Although in recent years,

in response to the boom in export rrices, producer prices in

some countries have been increased, such increases have been less

than increases in the world orices, so that the element of

taxation has in fact increased. ;^lso, it is wrtinent to point

out that the producer price increases of recent ye-ars have at

the most restored the purchasing rower of farmers to the level

prevailing in the late 1950s or early 1960s.

The above discussion points clearly to the need to

modify government nolicy along the following broad Lines i'

(i) an initial distribution of assets and an improvement

in access to productive assets for the poor?

(ii) an increase in investment in the hitherto disadvantaged

sectors;

(iii) correction of distortions in internal prices and

within sectors;
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(iv) an increase in the prcgressivity of the

fiscal system.

Before concluding it is pertinent, to note that many of .

tha policies discussed here have been adopted in the Lagos Plan

of Action, Thus with respect to the agricultural sector,

noting the fall in food production th<* Flan calls for channell

ing "a greatly increased volume of resources to agriculture

to induce small farmers ...to achieve higher level? of produc

tivity" (p.11). The Plan goes on to emphasise the need to

avert the (rural-to-urban drift1 fcy improving "the living

conditions on the farms..,,, (and) .,, faro real incomes as a

means of making agriculture more attractive and remunerative"

(p. 11). Looking specifically at pricing policies the Plan

recommends "coherent policies to onsure that prices of farm

inputs and farm produce provide an adeauate incentive for increas

ing food production, prrticuiarly by small farmers, while safe-

guarding the interests of the poorer consumers at the same time15'

(p.15). The Plan however cavtions that "the development of

agriculture should not be considered in isolation, but integrated

within the economic and social development processes" (p.11).

The plea for integrated develonnent is directed primarily

to industrialisation. The Plan emphasises the need for

industrialisation to contribute tc the satisfaction of basic

needs of the population, the exploitation of natural resources,

creation of jobs, and promotion of technoloaical progress (p.20).

The Plan reiterates the need for what we have called "appropriate

industrialisation" through *;a network of small and medium-scale

industries as well as the informal sector, taking into account

the need for local resource uses, employment and technological

diffusion1' (p. 23) and "by careful selection of product lines

emphasising ... those that will contribute towards satisfying

the basic needs of the people and development." The need for

appropriate technology is further underlined thus-, -"It is

necessary to give adeauate attention to the development of

indigenous technologies and methods of training that will

benefit those in the production sectors at all levels,-particularly

in the informal sector" (p,37).
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Finally regarding population policy the plan states that,

•:The current levels of fertility and mortality are of concern.

The resultant high rates of growth have implications for meeting

the needs of majority of the population" (p.125).

The Lagos Plan of Action provides a far-reaching analysis

of African economies and policies for integrated and self-

reliant development., With its wide dissemination and the

continuing debate surrounding it, it has contributed to an

appreciation of the problems of unemployment and poverty facing

African countries. There are now signs that an increasing

number of African governments are becoming aware of these problems

and, as a consequence, are showing a greater willingness to assume

a more direct role'in correcting imbalances and redressing

perceived trends through policy changes.

VII. - CONCLUSION '

Unemployment and poverty now afflict a substantial

proportion of African populations. Most of these reside in

.the rural areas although recent trends suggest that the rates

in the urban areas are already quito high and increasing. The

reasons for the problems in the rural areas are of a long term

nature and connected with low productivity in agriculture which

in turn has its roots in the type of technology used there. As

for urban areas the emerging trends have their basis in the high

rates of internal migration that have been recorded in the last

two decades. This migration is in response to the high income

gaps between rural and urban areas. In the face of slow growth

in wage employment, such high migration rates have forced ths

migrants into the informal sector, and more and more, into open

unemployment and poverty.

An equally alarming feature of the analysis is the

likelihood of the poverty and unemployment situation having

deteriorated since the mid-1970s. This is predicated on the

poor performance of the African economies in the last few years.

Some of the factors responsible for this have been external and

specific to the 1970s decades the droughts in the Sahel and

eastern Africa, the oil price increases, and the western recession
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and consequent decline in commodity prices; however other

factors were of a long-term nature and internal to the African

economies. Among these were the neglect of agriculture in

terms of resources allocated to it and prices set for crops.

These factors have had a disincentive effect on the farmers with

a consequent impact on agricultural production.

The broad sectoral policy implications of the analysis

presented here are clear. Priority should be accorded to the

agricultural sector to ensure a direct impact on the.under

employment and poverty situation of the majority of the African

populations and an indirect impact on open, unemployment by

narrowing the income differentials. Secondly, given that

migration might continue at higher rates than expansion of job

opportunities, measures should be taken to ensure the productive

absorption of the migrants in small scale industries and,the informal sector.

Thirdly, specific policies should he instituted to ensure the adoption of more

labour-intensive technology to ensure the maximisation of emoloy-

ment. Fourthly? measures should be taken to curb the high

population growth in African countries.

Within such broad sectoral policies Governments have to

institute growth-generating and -distributing policies to

mitigate unemployment and poverty. The growth-generating

policies have to be multi-facetted, embracing such key variables

as health, education, nutrition, etc. They - aye ■ to be geared

to the deprived groups to ensure maximum impact on poverty

alleviation. However since income distribution might be too

skewed initially, special policies would have to be adopted to

effect an initial redistribution of assets and to ensure a

redistribution of the fruits of growth.
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Annex 1

POINTS FOR DISCUSSION

In this annex we draw together some of the major points

that emerge from the paper. The list is indicative and not

exhaustive. The discussion, it is hoped, would bring out

country-specific experiences with respect to employment creation

and poverty eradication,

.1' Employment and unemployment. The. paper underlines

the point that the major employment problem in African countries

is,underemployment and poverty in the rural areas. At the same

time it is shown that unemployment rates in urban areas are

beginning to reach alarming proportions.

(a) What are the country-specific perceptions on this.

(b) XVhat are the qualitative dimensions of un- and
undereraployment affecting the educated'youth,
womeri,etc. . > • ,

(c) What specific policies have been adopted to
reduce open unemployment,

2- Income distribution and poverty. Income distribu

tion in most African countries is skewed and rural-urban income

differentials are high. Poverty is more widespread in rural

areas than urban areas; however the incidence of poverty in

urban areas is increasing because of growing un- and underemploy
ment .

(a) What are the underlying causes of inequality -
asset distribution, government pricing and

fiscal policies, productivity difference in
the various sectors.

(b) What specific anti-poverty policies have been
adopted in individual countries.

3 - Migration. Migration provides a link between

unemployment and inequality. High rural-urban income gaps

induce rural-to-urban migration and contribute to growing un
employment in urban areas.
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(a) Tt7hat arc the current r.ites of rriarnticn :'n
individual countries.

(b) Are income differentials the main cause of
migration.

(c) Policies adopted in individual countries to
stem migration.

4- Recent performance. In general the performance of

African countries in the 1970s was very disappointing, both

overall and in the agricultural sector„

(a) What factors were responsible for this, country-
wise. What was the relative role of international
factors,and domestic policies,

(b) What are the implications for the international
community and domestic economic management.

5. Policy issues- In general the paper argues for

integrated development based on the agricultural sector and on

the use of labour-intensive technology in the agricultural as

well as mining sectors. The paper advocates programmes specif

ically geared to the poverty groups to reduce ineauality and

poverty.

(a) What should be the relative place of

agriculture, and industry in n development
strategy for Africa.

(b) An argument for lack of ^rrrwtr: Ln the

agricultural sector is the lack of resources

devoted to that sector. Yet the experience
with government projects has not been encourag

ing. What sort cf packages are required for
successful smallholder-based rural development.

(c) what should be the relative role of pricing

policy for agricultural development/ In a
predominantly subsistence context raising

agricultural prices would benefit mostly uhe

richer farmers. How can this be mitigated.

(d) Does the informal' sector have any dynamic for

development - or is it merely a recentacle of
underemployment. 'That policies can be adopted

to increase the /level our.-^rit of the informal
sector.

(e) - How should government influence tho choice of

technology, and in what direction

(f) Should governments pursue ecruality as ^ ooal

and how should it be brouaht abcut ■ throu^v.

distribution with nrcvth ^r distribution per s©,
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ILO ACTIVITIES IN THE FIELD OF EMPLOYMENT, POVERTY

ALLEVIATION AND BASIC NEEDS SATISFACTION AND MANPOWER

TRAINING

In this Annex we give a short account of ILO activities

in the field of human resource development. We shall concentrate

on two components of these activities; (i) the World Employment

Programme, and (ii) Training.

WORLD EMPLOYMENT PROGRAMME

The World Employment Programme (WEP) is currently one of

the highest priority programmes of the ILO, and is expected to

remain so into the 1980s. It is addressed primarily to the needs

of the developing countries, and was born out of the relaisation

that development policies followed in the 1960s, which placed

primary emphasis on high rates of aggregate economic growth, had

Vfailed to tackle many of the problems associated with under-

v development, in particular those of unemployment, underemployment

and gross inequality in the distribution of income and wealth.

Ever since the WEPfs inception in 1969, it was envisaged

that the programme would be linked to the successive United

Nations Development Decade. In accordance with the ILO Employ

ment Policy Convention and Recommendation of 1964 (No. 122) , it

was felt essential for higher levels of employment to be made a

major goal of economic and social development, and therefore of

any international development strategy to be adopted. Employment

should be a specific objective, in its own right, in addition to

that of increased national production and income, of improved

health, and other development goals. The types of social pre

occupations being dealt with by the World Employment Programme

are an integral part of the International Development Strategy

which has been adopted for the Third United Nations Development

Decade.
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.. A watershed in : the development of-the WEP was t,he June

1976 World Employment Conference (WEC), which proclaimed, inter

alia, that "strategies and national development plans should

include as a priority objective the promotion of employment and

the satisfaction of the basic needs of each country's population."

The Declaration of Principles and Programmes of Action ..adopted by

the Conference has became the basis for WEP advisory services and

technical assistance activities. The basic objective of such

activities is to provide specific guidelines to national decision

makers and planners so as to enable them to reduce unemployment

and underemployment by the creation of productive work, and to

assist countries in the implementation of such policies.

WEP in Africa . ,. .

In Africa the implementation of the WEP is carried out by

two regional teams % the Jobs and Skills Programme for Africa

(JASPA) ■ based in Addis .Ababa and the Southern Africa Team for Erripltoyment

Promotion (SATEP) based in Lusaka. JASPA covers 4O countries corresponding to

UNDPrs Regional Bureau for Africa, with the exception of five southern African

countries which are covered by SATEP.

JASPA

JASPA was established in 1969 following a resolution

adopted at the Third ILO African Regional Conference held at

Accra in December 1969. Its main objective is to meet the?.,needs

of African countries for technical assistance policy formulation

in the fields of employment, income and basic needs. The mandate

given to the ILO by the Third African Regional Conference £or

establishing JASPA was later reaffirmed by the Thirteenth^Session

of the OAU Conference of African Labour Ministers in March 1975,

by the Programme of Action adopted in 1976 by the ILO World

Employment Conference which endorsed the basic needs approach to

development, and more recently by the Lagos Plan of Action...adopted

by the Assembly of Heads of States and Governments in Apri^ 1980.



JASPA's activities - research ana operational - can be

grouped into four broad types-,

(1) Assessment-of ov-r-all embloyment, incomes, poverty
and msic needs situation through inter-disciplinary
employment advisory and basic needs missions.

(ii) Assessment of sectoral employment and incomes
probxems,

(iii) Provision of training to national officials through
seminars and rraining courses in collaboration with
regional ard national training institution.

(iv) Comparative sub-regional studies on employment/
income, poverty and basic needs for the purpose
or analysing, evaluating and disseminatina the
experiences of African countries in policy formula
tion and. programme implementation,

SATEP

Southern African Team of Employment Promotion was establish

ed in 1980 With the specific objective of advising "on strategies

to reduce the dependence of the southern African countries on

the dominating economy of the Republic of Sou:h Africa. Although

SATEP gears its approach towards the provision of country-specific

advisory services it has become one of the instruments in the

sub-region to focus and strengthen the common efforts to reduce
the state of dependence.

The activities of satep are carried out in the form of

technical assistance and advisory services in the following areas:

(1) Employment and development planning

(2) Mampower assessment, planning,and training

(3) Emergency employment schemes

(4) Problems caused by labour migration

TRAINING

The programmes in the field of trainina have been and

will remain for some time the largest of ILO technical co-opera

tion programmes. The activities are centred around for main
areass
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training policies *

- management development

vocational training

special programmes for the handicapped

Training policies

This programme assists governments in developing and

implementing comprehensive training policies. Its purpose is to

answer requests for assistance in the preparation of co-ordinated

training strategies at the country and regional levels as well as

for the development of vocational guidance programmes. The

programme also promotes and advises on specific training policies

for young persons, older persons and migrant workers. The

technical co-operation activities cover such aspects as training,

policy formulation, planning and programming of human resources

development,and organisation and administration of training, a

major effort of technical co-operation is concerned with training

programmes for women, especially in rural areas.

Management development

The ILO has been organising international co-operation in

management development and productivity improvement since 1952.

Although technical co-operation remains the single most important

means of action, research and comparative studies, short-term

advisory services, professional meetings, fellowships and publica

tions also play an important role in the over-all development of

the programme.

Since the inception of the nrc-.Tramme, management develop

ment institutions and programmes have been established in more

than 70 countries and several hundred professional management

trainers and management consultants have been trained.
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Vocational training

Programmes in the field of vocational training have

accounted for the largest number of projects and. project

personnel. Through its advisers, team leaders, experts and

expert/instructors the ILO has provided assistance in over

80 countries to establish schemes for industrial, rural,

commercial and clerical training, and the training of women.

These vocational training projects have proved to bo of primary

importance for developing countries to acquire modern skills

and techniques, and work methods and technologies, thereby-

expanding and developing their national economies and furthering

social progress among their populations.

The ILO has identified several economic sectors which

it regards as crucial due to the need of increasing the

availability of skilled manpower in selected employment-

generating industrial sectors, focusing on new training

and retraining requirements resulting from the use of new

technologies and materials, and efforts to meet growing energy

problems. These include, among others, building and construction,

manufacturing and engineering, and power generation and distribu

tion.

Vocational rehabilitation of the disabled

The activities are centered ar.und the establishment

and development of national vocational rehabilitation programmes

for physically and mentally disabled persons,including the

evaluation of needs and possibilities and the necessary

administrative legal and financial measures; the creation

and development of pilot vocational rehabilitation schemes both

in urban and rural areas? the organisation and development of

vocational guidance, vocational assessment and vocational traininq

facilities for the disabled; selective placement services for the

disabled; the setting up of sheltered production workshops,

small-scale industries and co-operative resettlement schemes for

the disabled, etc.


